OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (NH), PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR.

No : CE/NH/APS/2016/D-445

Date : 1st April, 2016

1. Addl. Chief Engineer,
PWD, Zone___________(All)

2. Superintending Engineer,
PWD Circle_________________(All)

Sub: Additional Performance Security against Unbalanced Bids.

Sirs,

With reference to this office order No. CE/NH/APS/2016/D-445 dt. 30th March, 2016 on the captioned subject, some of the officers have sought further clarification with regard to the amount of additional performance security to be obtained in respect of unbalanced bids. In this regard, the issue is further simplified as under:

"Estimate bitumen consumption against G-schedule quantities. Multiply it by the difference in the rates of bitumen (i.e. the rate of bitumen taken in the BSR-2013 and the rate on the date 28 days prior to opening of bids). Revised G-schedule amount may be worked out by deducting this difference from the G-schedule amount. If this revised G-schedule amount is less then you are required to obtain additional performance security against unbalanced amount.

Amount of additional performance security = 0.9X – work order amount".

Yours faithfully,

Chief Engineer

(Signature)